Emerging insights into mechanisms of epilepsy: implications for new antiepileptic drug development.
Most currently available antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) were developed by testing new compounds in animal models of seizures. Increased knowledge of the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying normal CNS function and seizure phenomena is now being used to design new AEDs specifically to interfere with epileptic mechanisms. Focal epilepsy develops in areas of cortex that are damaged and in which aberrant recurrent excitatory circuits develop, producing spike discharges in the EEG. Occasionally, normal membrane conductances and inhibitory synaptic currents break down and excess excitability spreads, either locally to produce a focal seizure or more widely to produce a generalized seizure. Both original synchronous activation and seizure spread appear to utilize normal synaptic pathways and mechanisms. Much new development of AEDs is targeted at modulating these excitatory and inhibitory synaptic effects, focusing directly on multiple components of glutamate and GABA receptors. Intrinsic, voltage-dependent currents are also involved in the pathophysiology of epileptic processes. Calcium currents act to amplify excess neuronal depolarization during hypersynchronous activation, are involved in neurotransmitter release, and play a role in the development of longer-term changes in synaptic efficacy, which may be involved in some seizure phenomena. They also appear to be involved in some forms of primary generalized epilepsy, in which burst discharges due to calcium currents in deep diencephalic neurons with widely ramifying axons may act as synchronizing influences. Neuromodulatory agents, including purines, peptides, cytokines, and steroid hormones, also play important roles in regulating brain excitability. Adenosine in some experimental models act as an endogenous antiepileptic substance, and agents that enhance the actions of adenosine are often antiepileptic in animal models.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)